Abstract: Our article proposes a set of six criteria for analysing science-technologysociety-environment (STSE) issues in regular textbooks as to how they are expected to contribute to students' scientific literacy. We chose genetics and gene technology as fields prolific in STSE issues. We derived our criteria (including 26 sub-criteria) from a literature review of the debate in science education on how to increase scientific literacy. We inspected the textbooks regarding the relationships between science, technology, society, and environment, and considered the presence of the decontextualized and socially neutral view of science as distorted view. We, qualitatively and quantitatively, applied our set of criteria to two German Biology textbooks and identified, in total, 718 STSE statements. Based on the frequencies of different criteria and sub-criteria in the textbooks, we drew conclusions concerning STSE issues and the underlying conceptions of science and technology, which might hinder the furtherance of scientific literacy. The applicability of our approach in other science education contexts is discussed.
Introduction
Scientific literacy (SL) has met with increased interest during the last decades, rooted mainly in two different arguments within science education: One argument arose from concerns about the decline of scientific and technological careers in Europe (e.g., Portugal, France, Germany, and The Netherlands: see [1] ). The European Commission [2] held school science education responsible for failing to attract students' interest in scientific issues and put forth the challenge to innovate educational settings and adapt curriculum and practices, in order to make scientific and technological careers more popular [3] . On the other hand, educational organizations as well as science education research have pointed to the need for a more participative citizenship, as science and technology make a significant impact in our daily lives (e.g., from nourishment to health care; e.g., [4, 5] . Educators need to promote an understanding of the interactions between science and technology interactions and their influence in socio-cultural and environmental contexts. Besides possessing knowledge of science and understanding its concepts, scientifically literate citizens need to, at least superficially, understand scientific and technological activities and how they relate to society and environment [6] , conventionally labelled as Science, Technology, Society, and Environment issues (STSE; e.g., [7] [8] [9] . Science textbooks have been suggested as a means to convey the notion of "the social context of science" [10] (p. 249). However, they may also "contrast radically with the curricula and other steering documents" of a given country [11] (p. 408). We analyse the contribution of textbooks to the understanding of the scientific enterprise; that is, how science interacts with technology, with society and the environment. We first present an overview of SL and STSE issues. We then proceed to examine the ideas about STSE issues that scholars have suggested should be taught. Finally, we summarize research on STSE issues in textbooks and present the objectives of our study.
Scientific Literacy and Science-Technology-Society-Environment Issues
The term SL (meaning: the personal fit to read science) encompasses many educational themes that have shifted over time [12] , such as Public Understanding of Science (with the intent to increase confidence in science and support for the scientific enterprise) and Science for All (with its focus on the needs of those not choosing scientific or technological careers [13] ). There are currently two major labels that prevail: the epistemological view of Nature of Science (NOS) and the relationships within STSE, converging with the concept of Civic SL [13] , where scientifically literate citizens are thought to understand scientific and technological advancements and their interplay with society and the environment. Besides the knowledge domain, other aspects are thought to contribute, such as scientific skills and attitudes towards the role of science within societies [14, 15] . However, nowadays, the cornerstone of SL is regarded as the understanding of the scientific enterprise in a broad sense [1, 13] . Therefore, beside knowledge about science, we also consider understanding the interplay between Science, Technology, Society and Environment as a fundamental SL component [6] .
In line with Pedretti & Nazir [8] , we acknowledge that STSE issues began as science, technology, and society issues (e.g., [16] ); that is, they are rooted in the interplay of these three issues, and "then later evolved to include the environment" [8] (p. 602). Some authors (e.g., [17, 18] ) have argued that STSE education has to approach the impact of science on both society and environment, together with Nazir summarized in their review of four decades of STSE education [8] (p. 602). They stated that differing discourses on STSE education lead to several distinct pedagogical approaches, programs, and methods. Osborne and colleagues reported a consensus, among scientists, science teachers, philosophers, sociologists of science, and science educators (see Table 1 , right column) on which ideas about science (IAS) "students should encounter by the end of compulsory schooling" [31] (p. 712). Their ideas largely concurred with the ideas found by McComas & Olson [19] (Table 1 , left column) in the analysis of international curriculum documents (from England, Wales, USA, Australia, Canada, and New Zealand. However, in our view, some of these ideas indicate distorted views about science and technology, for instance, the idea that Science has played an important role in technology is too simplistic, as it disregards the role of technology in the construction of scientific knowledge [32] (for details, see below). Despite the existence of considerable consensus, reported in the Delphi study [31] , conflicting science views may still persist among educators, the scientific community, and epistemologists. In particular, constructivist science educators' views may diverge from the scientists' views [33, 34] . Additionally, some scientists used a language associated with the traditionalist view of science, for instance, the description of a rigid step-by-step scientific method based on controlled processes and absolute truths [35] . Both sets of ideas (Table 1 ) represent a meaningful and referential basis. However, an additional literature review for building up an instrument serving our purpose was required. Table 1 . Parallelism concerning ideas about science (IAS) between international curriculum documents [19] and ideas of experts [31] (adapted from [31] ). 
Ideas about Science

STSE Issues in Textbooks
Many authors have pointed to textbooks as powerful resources for science education (e.g., [36, 37] ). Textbooks may support independent learning and promote parental participation [38] . From the teacher's point of view, textbooks transpose the official curriculum into the enacted curriculum [39] . In addition to the mere presentation of the achievements of science and technology, textbooks show how these achievements were realized, for instance, by contextualizing scientific and technological events [40, 41] . Textbooks may emphasize meaningful aspects or explore historical reports of representative events. They may reference case studies or include stories and anecdotes about scientists, illustrating scientific and technological progress as a human enterprise [37] . The account, found in German textbooks [42] , of the contribution of Robert Hooke to the development of microscopy is an example. Textbooks may also emphasize the positive and negative implications of science and technology in society and in environment; for example, an account of the Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome pandemic in European and African textbooks [43] , and "the interaction between the genome and its environment" within French textbooks [44] (p. 58).
"To teach about science and consider its social implications", teachers are "reliant on the textbook" and, consequently, "good quality textbook[s]" are "considered essential" [45] (p. 9 and 13). In certain STSE aspects like historical contextualisation, "teachers rely heavily on textbooks" [37] (p. 334). However, curricular materials referencing STSE issues are often missing [46] . Due to their complexity and their controversial and value-laden nature, STSE issues are frequently avoided or treated superficially in science teaching [11, 47] . Therefore, we summarized research on how biology textbooks address STSE issues and how they convey views of science and technology to students.
First, several studies have focussed on how knowledge about science is conveyed by textbooks. Chiappetta and colleagues [36] and Lumpe and Beck [48] analysed secondary school chemistry and biology textbooks in terms of the balance between four aspects: knowledge of science, investigative NOS, science as a way of thinking, and the interaction between science, technology, and society. The authors concluded that the textbooks focused on scientific content and its vocabulary, thus representing an unbalanced account for SL. Leite [37] examined the historical content included in physics textbooks: They did not provide students an adequate image of science. Regarding scientific inquiry in biology textbooks, most new science textbooks include technology issues as part of their science content [49] .
Second, with respect to the interactions of science and technology with society, physics textbooks mostly emphasized the usefulness of science and/or technology, but often neglected to discuss societal issues and potentially negative aspects of science and technology [50] . More generally, the interaction of science and technology with society received poor coverage, a tendency that worsened as students progressed through the school system [51] . German science textbooks seem to completely neglect STSE issues [52] . However, the German National Standards of Competencies in Science [53] require students to be encouraged to reflect on ethical aspects in science education, especially in environmental, health, and gene technology education. Beside others issues (e.g., ecological content), genetics offers a promising way of promoting STSE issues. For instance, 9th graders should be aware of the effects of gene technology in the social and ecological spheres, of the pro and contra arguments, and of the fact that such issues imply ethical and moral considerations [54] . These demands seem to have been effective: Chemistry textbooks (secondary education) pointed both to the aspects of chemistry contextualization and to the socio-critical chemistry education [55] . The introduction of STSE issues into the curricula seems to be an international trend, although most textbooks still fail to include perspectives from social science [55] .
Third, the "hidden curriculum" [56] (p. 372) might hinder the discussion of STSE issues. Hidden curricula are determined by several elements, such as the decisions of publishers caused by market dynamics, the conceptions of textbook authors, and the interpretations of teachers who have their own conceptions about science [57] . These considerations led to our first two specific research questions: -Do biology textbooks explicitly and/or implicitly provide teachers and students with suitable information about the interplay between science and technology, their relationship to society, and their implications for the environment? -Do textbooks stemming from the same socio-cultural context and based on the same guidelines differ essentially in the STSE issues discussed?
Along with the promotion of STSE issues, the above-mentioned distorted ideas of science deserve attention, as they may be conveyed to students through teaching practice in general and textbooks in particular. They may contribute to the construction of students' distorted views of science and technology, thus representing filters or even barriers to the realization of the SL requirements [6] . Ferná ndez and colleagues [58] identified some distorted ideas widely referred to in the literature (e.g., the cumulative conception of scientific development). We specifically examine the distorted idea of decontextualized and socially neutral view of science (DSNVS). This simplistic conception of the complex relationship between science and technology regards technology as a mere product of science and disregards its role in the construction of scientific knowledge [32, 58] . We have argued for an integrated treatment of DSNVS and STSE issues [6] because this distorted view may represent an obstacle to a balanced approach of the relationships between science, technology, society and environment. From the DSNVS view, science is exalted as being the absolute factor of progress in society. Alternatively, science and technology (perceived as science's application) presented as being alone responsible for the environmental degradation, and, therefore, are to be rejected. This simplistic exaltation or rejection of science portraits it as an activity carried out by isolated geniuses and separate from ordinary life. People possessing such a distorted view simply ignore the social context and the implications of science and technology in society and in the environment [32, 59] . While science is seen as a mean of creating products, the social context in which scientific and technological events take place is disregarded. As mentioned above, DSNVS may encourage the opposite misconception; this less frequent conception considers science and technology alone as responsible for environmental degradation, and therefore ignores the responsibility of other agents [32, 58] such as lawyers, politicians, entrepreneurs, and even citizens. In parallel, DSNVS neglects efforts of science and technology in solving problems that affect humanity, and ignores also scientists' concerns with potential risks deriving from their own activity [21, 58] . DSNVS is then in conflict with the humanistic perspectives of science education and the Roberts Visions of SL [60] . In the educational context, the Roberts Vision I seeks opportunities for students to integrate scientific ideas and scientific reasoning with moral reasoning and cultural considerations that underlie the decision-making in socio-scientific issues. Roberts Vision II views science from an external perspective on science, that is, views the context in which scientific ideas and processes are involved, as well as the role of science in society [60, 61] . Our third specific research question is therefore:
-DSNVS, explicitly and/or implicitly, is conveyed by textbooks?
We hypothesize that biology textbooks (mostly written by teachers [42, 62] ) may convey a more or less DSNVS-distorted view of science and so may convey some misconceptions regarding the STSE issues related to genetics and gene technology.
Objectives of the Study
Following our previous work [6] , our general objective was to propose criteria for textbook analysis, in order to to enable the identification of weaknesses and strengths of science-technology-society-environment issues and to detect misconceptions of science and technology that might enable the identification of hinder a fair approach to these issues.
Our specific objectives were twofold:
(i) to develop a set of criteria for textbook analyses in order to examine how two German textbooks address science-technology-society-environment issues in the context of genetics and to detect indicators for confirming or disproving the presence of the decontextualized and socially neutral view of science; (ii) to apply, qualitatively and quantitatively, these criteria to genetics and gene technology contents within two German biology textbooks and to identify differences regarding these issues.
Methodology
Our study fits in with the Product Oriented Research, with emphasis on the textbook as a product [63] . We first describe our textbook sample, then explain the development of our criteria, and finally apply the analysing process to the textbooks.
The Textbook Sample
In Bavaria, all textbooks require state-certification. We randomly selected two 11th grade biology textbooks from two different publishers: textbook A [64] and textbook B [65] . We focussed on the chapters of genetics and gene technology as appropriate for approaching STSE issues involving divergence of opinions and values. Additionally, we are convinced that these issues provide an exploration not only of ethical and moral aspects, but also of evolutional and procedural aspects that underlie the achievement of scientific knowledge.
Both textbooks are similar in layout (e.g., allocation of pictures), but they present different strategies towards both the organization of contents and the type and the sources of non-compulsory information. Textbook A includes 71 pages in one chapter on Genetics. Two motivational pages provide an introduction, presenting the title and sub-titles for five sub-domains: Classic, Cyto-, Human, Molecular Genetics, and Gene Technology. Small text boxes describe the sub-domains and differentiate their goals and fields of action. Sub-domain-specific pictures and representative scientists are given in these texts. Five sub-domain-chapters follow, concluded by evaluation tests, mostly comprising conceptual knowledge, but two questions involve ethical considerations (foetal genetic diagnosis, and the advantages and disadvantages of gene therapy). The human genetics and gene technology chapter presents further ethical considerations, including the Contribution to a Discussion of Ethical Questions and the Impulses dedicated to controversial issues. Students are confronted with societal problems and challenged to research on their own how society handles socio-scientific questions. Textbook B has a chapter entitled Genetics and Gene Technology (83 pages) and organizes the contents into four sub-chapters: Molecular Fundamentals of Heredity, Cyto-and Classic Genetics, Human Genetics, and Gene Technology. The chapter lacks an introduction and starts with defining the title terms. Every sub-chapter finishes with a summary and an evaluation test, including ethical considerations (e.g., abortion, traditional and modern methods of cystic fibrosis treatment, and implications of germ cells therapy). However, this textbook does not provide suggestions for students' research. Regarding non-compulsory information, textbook A approaches controversial issues related to both genetic diagnostics and genetic interventions. For instance, the euthanasia and pre-implantation diagnostics are discussed from an ethical perspective based on excerpts from legislative and constitutional documents as well as press notifications. In textbook B, non-compulsory information also involves controversial issues: Science and technology events are framed by concepts and principles that one should be aware of (e.g., the concept of risk or the human dignity principle). Thereby, textbook B follows a deductive approach by explicitly mentioning a priori principles and regularities that underlie the relationship of science and technology with the societal sphere and the environment.
Criteria Development
In developing our criteria, we alternated between deductive and inductive methods [66] , according to their appropriateness. The sets of ideas about science [19, 31] displayed in Table 1 , though not representing a suitable framework for our textbook analysis, provided ideas that oriented our criteria development: science is part of the social tradition; science has played an important role in technology [19] ; science needs cooperation and collaboration in the development of scientific knowledge; and science and technology are different entities [31] (see Table 1 ). In order to define our criteria, we carried out a bibliographic revision, which consisted of analyzing documents, mostly derived from epistemological debate and from research in science education. We then extracted from this bibliography the ideas that we assumed to be likely observable in textbooks. We only excluded ideas that are unlikely to be included in textbooks. For instance, despite the evidence of a positive relationship between reading newspapers and science magazines and the readers' substantive scientific knowledge [67] , we could only partially incorporate the idea that students should be prepared for a critical interpretation of the news conveyed by the media [68] . Indeed, one cannot expect textbooks to provide up-to-date news, though they may present some examples of media-based STSE exploration in order to raise understanding of both the controversial character of socio-scientific issues and the corresponding multiple perspectives. In the following sections, we first describe the procedure for developing criteria, by taking the first criterion as an example (see Table 2 ). We then derive and present the remaining five criteria, each representing one sub-domain of the STSE relationships (Table 2 ). Finally, we divide each criterion into sub-criteria (26, altogether; summarized in Table 2 ), which were, where needed (some are self-explanatory), justified by arguments either found in the literature or formulated by ourselves. Within science teaching, science and technology advances are frequently presented as occurring by chance, detached from their historical and socio-cultural context [32, 59] . However, participative citizenship requires awareness of how scientific work is conditioned by the contexts (e.g., social, historical, moral and spiritual; see [69] ). Scientists and educators agree that social and historical contexts have affected scientific ideas [19, 31] (see Table 1 ); especially, concerning the way in which science is executed, interpreted and accepted by society. Assessing "the historical current" as one of the recently identified "six currents in STSE education" [8] (p. 610 and p. 601) lead us to assume that this idea is presented in textbooks. Based on a review of literature, we inductively dissected this idea into sub-ideas. For instance, Abd-El-Khalik and Lederman [70] (p. 1087) recommended "explicitly addressing certain aspects" of history of science. In a textbook, such aspects might be the spatial and temporal locations of scientific events as "concrete examples [as to] how the scientific enterprise operates" [71] (p. 1). That is, we identified a level of event contextualization (the event level). Additionally, Hackett [72] (p. 288) recommended a process level for "discovery and invention in science textbooks" in order to avoid students being "mislead into thinking of science as an activity conducted apart from society by lone heroes for unknown reasons". Hence, the circumstances (e.g., positive influencing factors) surrounding the event should also be mentioned in a textbook. At the process level, socially neutral perspectives may lead to misconceptions, especially when scientific research is expected to provide solutions to societal problems based on technological solutions [32] . Attention also needs to be given to the social fabric, to world views, power structures, and philosophical, religious, political, and economical factors [72] . In order to realistically assess embedding science and technology into society, Gardner [73] suggested the incorporation of historical case studies as blue prints for understanding how social factors may foster or hinder technological development. This reasoning underlies the definition of our first criteria and corresponding sub-criteria.
The first author initially applied these first-round sub-criteria definitions to randomly selected parts of textbook A. The definitions of the sub-criteria were iteratively applied and refined in order to reduce subjectivity and to increase accuracy. In the case of the first criterion and its sub-criteria, the event level was differentiated into mentioning and/or suggesting of the event per se, of the event time, and of the event place (see Table 2 ), while the process level was differentiated into the underlying problem, favourable factors and/or obstacles. Finally, a reviewer, a biology in-service teacher and nonparticipant in this survey, completed the validation test (interpersonal comparison). First, he received training in the context and the goals of the survey and to create familiarity with the criteria and subcriteria. Second, he was invited to match the given definitions of criteria and sub-criteria with selected textbook statements as examples. In case of lack of clarity or ambiguousness, the first author and the reviewer cooperatively incorporated his feedback into refining the definitions. For instance, in a first sub-criteria version, we had included the assessment of risks as part of this sub-criteria definition. However, we ended up deleting the assessment aspect (see Table 2 ) because it was not clearly identifiable in textbook statements.
Due to the German language of the textbooks, we did all the analyses in German. After finishing the work, we translated the anchor examples (see Table 2 ) from German into English; for instance, "die Chromosomentheorie der Vererbung von Boveri und Sutton" into "chromosome theory of inheritance of Boveri and Sutton [65] (p. 98); "Zeit des Nationalsozialismus" into "during the National socialist regime" [65] (p. 111), or "hatte damals als Frau stark gegen Vorurteile ihrer Kollegen zu kämpfen" into "had to fight, as a woman, against strong prejudices of their colleagues" [65] (p. 62). We validated all the translations by a native speaker.
Interplay between Science and Technology
Science and technology are regarded as distinct entities, often explicitly distinguished by their different purposes [31, 74] . Pragmatic definitions of each entity offer two possible relationships: technology helps science or science helps technology [75, 76] . For instance, technology often precedes science, while scientific knowledge may play an important role in technological processes [73] . On the other hand, technology has often been seen as a by-product of applied science [77] . This idea has been viewed as the simplest misconception of interplay between science and technology, and as to reinforce distorted views of science [32] . We looked for statements referring to gene technology processes portrayed as being applied genetics. In contrast, we consider statements illustrating the usefulness of scientific advancements in transforming resources into goods and services as positive indicators of the role of science. Similarly, we marked statements mentioning a certain technological device or process as necessary for the fulfilment of a certain scientific advancement as indicators of the catalyst role of technology in science.
Science and Technology as a Means to Solve Social Problems
Two different perspectives may apply: One, where technology is naively portrayed as a mere product of science may tend to praise science. While science education tends to integrate technology elements, it may focus on applications of technology by promoting products and disregarding technological processes. A balanced compromise may shift away from the paradigm of technology as being applied science [32] , towards a view of technology as an autonomous entity that seeks to overcome problems by invention [73] . Another perspective is that, by highlighting problems that motivated research, may help students to appreciate science and technology as a human enterprise committed to satisfy societal needs and solve societal problems. However, students should understand both the strengths and the limitations intrinsic to science and technology [1] . Additionally, mentioning financial costs associated with technologies may convey the message that such processes are somehow socially constrained [69] .
Risks and Impacts of Science and Technology and Controversial Issues
Many political and moral dilemmas originate in science and technology, requiring the need to balance reasons for potential and/or real risks and economic benefits [1] . Students should appreciate the social impact of scientific and technological changes in their daily lives and also analyse risk minimisation and undesired side effects [22] . Controversial issues are frequently handled by mass media from a common sense perspective. Although the media constitute an important forum for discussing this issues, their messages often rely on limited or even one-sided information and ignore potential co-existing options [47] . Citizens need to possess scepticism, open-mindedness, critical thinking, inquiry, ambiguity or even skills in the interpretation of data-driven knowledge [78] . Science education is an excellent basis to train such skills that synthesize scientific knowledge and social needs by instilling different ranges of options [21] . Exposing students to scientific controversies may not only raise their interest in techno-scientific issues, but also contribute to scientific and technological literacy, along with higher order thinking skills [79] . Such strategies may force re-evaluation of prior understandings and restructure conceptual understanding of subject matter through personal experiences and social discourse [80] . In particular, since controversial issues around genetic manipulation tend to be framed by socio-philosophic positions instead of scientific positions, their discussion requires the consideration of values, interests, needs, and beliefs as essential factors [81] . Given teacher's reliance on textbooks, the presentation of controversial issues in textbooks should reflect diverse perspectives, especially by highlighting the interests potentially involved. Scientific knowledge may serve opposite and sometimes conflicting interests [21] . While formal science education is centred in conventional non-controversial science, and while the media may tend to emphasize a controversial, superficial, and sensationalist science, textbooks may incorporate both to show controversial issues.
Decision-Making Process Concerning STSE Issues
A STSE curriculum should foster the ability to make decisions about science-related social and environmental issues [12] . According to our view, five aspects may counteract a student's misunderstanding of the relationship between science and technology in this context: specification of concrete legislation, awareness that decisions differ according to their social context, personification of decision agents, and awareness of the fact that common citizens may influence decisions. This misunderstanding may lead to the misconception that environmental degradation only is caused by science [60] . Therefore, textbooks should also enable students to learn about making choices and participating in political decisions.
Textbook Analyses
Textbook discourse contains interpretations beyond the content coverage. Such interpretations require qualitatively deductive content analysis [82] to extract meaning and assumptions [57] . Following Knain [83] , we analysed textbooks' statements in the contexts genetics and gene technology. By identifying the co-variation between text and context, we inferred the ideas about science and technology that matched our criteria and we recorded them. That is, by applying our criteria and sub-criteria to our textbook sample, we gathered data that helped to infer the views about science and technology. With regard to the reliability of our statement categorization, we randomly selected 23% of textbook statements for a second intra-rater categorization (163 of 718 statements) and 36% of textbook statements for an inter-rater categorization (258 of 718 statements). We computed Cohen's Kappa coefficient [84] and obtained reliability scores for the intra-rater reliability of Kappa as 0.93 and for the inter-rater reliability of Kappa as 0.76. The first is regarded as "almost perfect", the second as "substantial" [85] (p. 165).
As recommended [57] , we continued with quantitative analysis and combined our content analysis with a quantitative frequency analysis. In line with other researchers [37, 50] , we used our anchor examples (Table 2) for determining the extent of compliance of the textbook statements with the sub-criteria. The content analysis allows differentiation between explicit and implicit statements. We took also eloquence into account: A very expressive, although implicit, statement might convey messages more effectively than an explicit statement; for instance: (i) "However, besides this advantage, Bt-corn has also risks" [66] (p. 136); (ii) "Markers with antibiotic resistance are a necessary technical aid in the laboratory, however, in public debate they are also a cause for concern" [65] (p. 113). The first statement explicitly conveys the idea that a specific genetically modified cultivation also involves risks; using a different discourse strategy, the second statement merely supposes a potential risk implicitly, but, unlike the previous one, is emotionally charged. However, this differentiation was only taken into account as a qualitative qualifier and not as a quantitative one. In summary, we scored all statements equally. We examined potential contingencies between criterion frequencies and the analysed textbooks by computing adjusted Pearson's contingency coefficients C [86] . Due to multiple testing, we reduced our Alpha level to 0.01.
Results
We applied our sub-criteria framework to textbooks A and B and identified 718 STSE statements within the genetics and gene technology chapters (for examples, see Table 2 ). Textbook A supplied significantly more statements than textbook B (ratio A: 452/71 pages = 6.4; ratio B: 266/83 pages = 3.2; χ 2 (1, N = 872) = 14.99, p<0.001). In both textbooks, we found statements for at least 25 sub-criteria.
Textbook A lacked the sub-criterion global environmental impact and textbook B the sub-criterion different sources of information (Table 2) . Generally, criteria and sub-criteria frequencies significantly differed between the two books (adjusted Pearson's contingency coefficients: C = 0.308 and C = 0.399; in both cases: p<0.001; N = 718), pointing to different textbook profiles ( At the level of sub-criteria, we only found differences for the criterion science and technology as a means to solve societal problems (C = 0.326; p = 0.001; n = 162). Textbook B exceeded textbook A regarding the sub-criterion (current) applicability of science and technology (Table 2 ) and provided more statements than randomly to be expected (63 vs. 53; A: 42 vs. 52). However, textbook A provided more statements on the sub-criterion potential applicability (19 vs. 13; B: 7 vs. 13). That is, both textbooks showed and explained social applications of science and technology and stressed their potential for solving problems in the future, but treated these sub-criteria differently. Generally, costs and limitations, both in scientific research and technological solutions, were cited less frequently in both textbooks.
With respect to the remaining criteria, the textbooks displayed a similar degree of agreement with sub-criteria (insignificant C values: 0.688 > p > 0.021): Both textbooks made an effort to frame substantive contents within the realm of real life. They provided numerous references to historical and contemporary events that one might see as an attempt to convey the correct idea that science and technology achievements are a progressive human construction. However, the science and technology events were not completely contextualized: Beyond the references to time (when) and place (where), only a few and mostly implicit references occurred with regard to underlying social problems that triggered research. The contextual factors that, either positively or negatively, influenced research were rarely mentioned ( Table 2) . Regarding the interplay between science and technology, both entities were explicitly distinguished in both textbooks, though coexisting with one indicator per book with the incorrect idea that technology is considered applied science. However, the interplay was demonstrated and the mutually positive influence in their achievements was clearly marked (Table 2) . Both textbooks primarily focussed on risks rather than negative impacts. Explicitly, textbook B pointed to a scientists' ethical code: "Scientists have the responsibility to assess risks as accurately as possible" [66] (p. 138).
With respect to the social and environmental impacts, the textbooks differ substantially (Table 2) : While textbook A gave emphasis to the social dimension, textbook B emphasized the environmental dimension, so that no textbook provided a complete account. The textbooks differed in the character of the statements about controversial issues. Textbook A provided numerous examples, thus illustrating how and why solutions for societal problems may in certain cases be controversial, or even challenged students to investigate the reasons for controversy. It consistently demonstrated the existence of different perspectives by evaluating the genetic issues, the interference of values in these judgements, and the influence of particular, private, or social interests in the decisions by providing excerpts of media articles and other documents (e.g., official legislation document concerning abortion; § 218a StGB, 1992; a newspaper excerpt about the pre-implantation diagnostics; Washington Post, 1.10.2001; all [65] (p. 111)). Textbook B opted for stating explicitly the reasons for controversy (e.g., ethical values involved). It categorized the principles that underlie decisions in socio-scientific issues, such as the principle of usefulness, in opposition to the principle of human dignity. For instance, statements like "Genetic counselling may be associated with ethical problems" [66] (p. 123) or "On these ethical questions, there are no right answers" [66] (p. 124) stress the controversial nature. The textbooks also handled differently the aspects of decision-making processes. Textbook B formally presented principles that underlie decisions, such as the precautionary principle that might help students to understand the framework in which socio-scientific issues interact with society. Having based its strategy on portraying real situations (see above), textbook A provided a more contextualized overview of the regulation process and of the agents involved, therefore facilitating students' perception that science and technology are regulated by society through financing, legislation, and control, and that decision making depends upon socio-cultural contexts.
In summary, both textbooks supplied teachers and students with a considerable basis for generally raising understanding of the complex STSE relationships, although lacking relevant information. On the other hand, despite being compliant with the same state guidelines, they seem to follow considerably different orientations.
Discussion
We first present methodological aspects. We then discuss the specific criteria and sub-criteria frequency profiles we found in our textbook sample. Third, we take DSNVS into account and discuss the indicators of both extremes of this distorted view that we identified in textbooks. Finally, we discuss the implications of our findings for students' SL.
Methodological Aspects
With respect to our methodology, four aspects should be considered: First, concisely defined and reliable sub-criteria, covering the issues mentioned in the theoretical framework, helped to identify lack of information, correct and incorrect statements, and more complex ideas. They guided data analyses and reduced subjectivity, as they facilitated the distinction between similar, though different, statements and clarified dubious interpretations; Second, qualitative analysis of every meaningful statement provided an impression of the textbook author's STSE views [83] , while the sub-criteria frequencies provided an overview of the general text compliance with STSE issues, representing additional and complementary information [57] . Third, though we analysed the sub-criteria frequencies, we did not define thresholds for determining the presence or the absence of a certain science and technology view, which prevents a classification of textbooks in absolute terms. Fourth, our selection of two related textbook chapters is a limitation of our study. Other chapters and contents may lead to different conclusions.
Comparison of the Textbooks
Despite the same provenance (in terms of nationality and state) and, therefore, compliance with the same guidelines and the same guidelines, our analyses revealed somewhat different textbook profiles. Indeed, while the statistical analysis (adjusted Pearson's contingency coefficients) pointed to considerable similarities regarding the compliance with most of our STSE criteria, it also showed differing approaches to some sub-criteria. Similarly, our qualitative analysis recognized differences in terms of style of message conveyance, as exemplified below. The main differences and/or similarities identified between textbooks A and B are outlined below.
First, considering the relationships between science, technology, society, and environment, both textbooks referred mostly to science and technology events per se and the event times as a mode of social contextualization. These aspects might already provide a basis for contextualization both for teachers and students well versed in history of science [37] , or at least in history, but otherwise might be of little help. Similarly, Markert [42] concluded, based on his analyses of treatments of history of science in German biology textbooks. They "simply state historical events and actors in a serial way, never or only seldom mentioning disciplinary, social, political, or cultural contexts [42] (p. 317); that is, "contextual aspects of science are dramatically disregarded" [42] (p. 317). To increase understanding. We argue for a more embracing contextualization, especially for providing information about the underlying problem and the circumstantial factors that influenced both research and establishment of new knowledge. However, our textbooks scored quite low on the sub-criteria corresponding to circumstantial factors (favourable factors and obstacles) ( Table 2 ). In summary, despite the fact that both textbooks (but mainly textbook A) are aligned with "the historical current" in STSE education [8] (p. 607-608), neither of them provided complete information for contextualization of science and technology events.
Second, a focus on scientific and technological achievements, without describing the processes that led to these achievements, may lead to the view that scientific and/or technological problems have been overcome with no difficulties [73] . Therefore, we applied the sub-criteria obstacles as social problems, costs as economic problems, and limitations as technical problems, that scientists and technologists have to surmount. Nevertheless, both textbooks scored quite low in all three sub-criteria (Table 2) .
Third, both textbooks approached the risks and impacts of science and technology. In approaching risks, they conform to the "logical reasoning current" in STSE education [8] (p. 612). However, some meaningful differences were found. Textbook A focussed on the social impacts of gene technology, perhaps explainable by the role of genetics in the recent German history, which represents a heavy burden on German memory [27] , and is mirrored through some statements (e.g., "Till 1942, more than 70.000 of the 'sick' people [were] killed by SS doctors"; [65] (p. 111)). That is, the collective memory of the Nazi eugenic programs interferes with the communication about human genetics [27] . Textbook B exemplified a coherent and informative reasoning regarding risks, but based on one topic only: transgenic microorganisms in laboratories. Some statements (e.g., "[they] are considered to be biologically safe. When outside of the laboratory, they are neither viable nor able to transfer their DNA to other organisms" [66] (p. 138)) convey an optimistic, but also simplistic message: if security rules are tightly controlled, nothing can go wrong.
Fourth, both textbooks failed to adequately refer to environmental relationships of science, technology, and society. With only one reference, textbook A nearly neglected the environmental-related sub-criteria, ( Table 2) . That is, in our view, a weakness of textbook A and is worthy of improvement. Textbook B, although mentioning environmental impacts, did so infrequently (Table 2) . In this respect, our findings are in line with results of the analyses of Finish [87] and French textbooks [88] as, "in many cases they don't take environmental effects into consideration" [90] (p. 148). Here, we suggest references to "environmental problems that originate from science and technology" [8] (p. 618). For instance, case studies about "experimental releases of genetically modified (GM) insects" [89] (p. 1) may meet this demand.
Fifth, the textbooks differed particularly in their discussion of controversial issues. Textbook A scored high in all sub-criteria, focussing mainly on social impacts. Textbook B explicitly formulated controversial issues and we recognize the didactical utility of this way of conveying messages. However, controversial issues might be better illustrated if excerpts of documents illustrating diverse perspectives, interests, and values, are provided (as in textbook A). Regarding decision-making processes, textbook A relieved scientists and technologists, as a whole, from the responsibility for negative effects of science and technology. It consistently proposed activities that emphasize the importance, for citizens, of being informed about social application of genetics and gene technology. Additionally, this textbook presented activities that foster the ability to raise arguments and to define perspectives. In contrast, textbook B called attention to the need for basing decisions upon empirical evidence, but denounced the trend for blaming scientists and technologists for the potential undesirable effects of technologies, in this case, of genetically modified plants.
In summary, we revealed textbooks' strengths and weaknesses in STSE content, as well as their differences in approaching STSE issues. We consider that textbook A presented a more balanced contribution for teaching and learning the complex relationships involved. Regrettably, relationships to the environmental level were poorly accounted for and nearly lacking. However, textbook A was on track for a more realistic paradigm concerning the understanding of science, technology, and society. On the other hand, textbook B provided valuable core concepts and includes all four STSE dimensions but lacked information that is fundamental to understanding how they relate and interact with each other.
Textbooks and DSNVS
Neither textbook provided the complete information for contextualization of science and technology events, which constitutes a first indicator of DSNVS [32] . In respect of interplay between science and technology, analyses exposed a second indicator of DSNVS. Once per book, we found the incorrect idea of technology as merely applied science (Table 2) , which has been argued as the root of DSNVS [32] . However, both textbooks implicitly contradicted this view by distinguishing scientific and technological activities. Additionally, they diverged from DSNVS by mentioning mutual support of science and technology as distinct entities. Textbook B emphasized obvious support provided by technological equipment to scientific progresses (e.g., by microscopes). Mainly in the biotechnology chapters, both textbooks contributed to a fair view of the interplay between science and technology with considerable examples of advancements in genetics that depended on gene technology tools, as well as on advancements in gene technology based on genetics knowledge.
The textbooks differed in presenting science and technology as a means to solve societal problems. Textbook B overemphasized the social applicability of science and technology products as an advantage which has also been seen as an indicator of DSNVS [32] , in our case the third. Overemphasizing these products is often connected with the tendency to blame science and technology for the degradation of the environment [32] , reflected in the emphasis placed on risks and impacts. We did not find this tendency within textbook B. As far as the sub-criterion risks is concerned, textbook B conveyed the simplistic message (see above) that the responsibility is that of scientists and technologists. Here, we see a fourth indicator of DSNVS. As written above, textbook A insufficiently characterized societal contexts that led to science and technology advancements (see criterion events and contextualization), which might point to the presence of DSNVS. However, with respect to the considerable relevance given to social impacts of science and technology (see criterion risks and impacts), as well as to its performance concerning the criterion controversial issues, textbook A diverged from the socially neutral profile, and, therefore, from the DSNVS.
Summarizing, we found interconnected DSNVS indicators partially mirrored in our textbooks, but also some contradictions. Textbook B is more consonant with the DSNVS than textbook A. Finally, we suggest naming this misconception as DSNVST by adding T for technology.
Textbooks and Students' SL
In regard to the development of students' SL, both textbooks revealed their orientation by providing learning material concerning STSE issues in genetics and gene technology. Nevertheless, they still lack important information and convey naive and incorrect ideas about science and technology. Neither textbook completely highlighted the view of science and technology that scholars have been proposing as requirements of SL. Some of the ideas, though conveyed by the textbooks, are scarcely developed (amongst others, for instance, costs of technologies and impact of technologies in environment; Table 1 ). In both textbooks, we found statements that indicate to the co-existence of ideas that can be seen as DSNVST indicators and ideas that point out non-DSNVST views. Potential explanations might be: (i) STSE material might have been added from different sources to a syllabus in an attempt to enrich this curriculum [76] ; (ii) some confusion concerning the recent incorporation of the concept SL and its components (e.g., NOS) in educational systems; or (iii) specific national dynamics in the elaboration of STSE discourses as well as in their reception [27] . For instance, the Nazi history, but also the co-dominance of the Catholic and the Protestant religion in Germany may prevent the dominance of one world view over the other, thus increasing communication about risks and, particularly, about the social impact of genetic issues [27] . German media coverage of Human Genome Research has been characterized by involving a considerable variety of voices, demonstrating scepticism about science and scientific achievement [27] . A similar pattern was also observed in the coverage of other genetic issues such as health and environmental concerns [90] . We assume that such a variety of voices coexisting in the media coverage is also mirrored in the public opinion, and, therefore, is expected to be transferred to textbooks. Indeed, it was reflected in our sample in the context of controversial issues. Both textbooks provided references to different perspectives, and textbook A often presented external sources of information, such as excerpts of newspaper articles, of web pages, among others. This phenomenon could explain the coexistence of indicators of opposite views of science and technology in the analysed sample.
In our view, it is important that textbooks present science and technology events with significance for the socio-cultural context of the target population. However, we advise textbook writers to select events in view of their potential for representing the interactions between science and technology and between them and society and the environment. Textbook writers should therefore go beyond simply referencing science and technology events. Textbooks should elucidate the way through which a certain final product has been realized, preferably both from the internal (scientific community) and from the external (society) perspectives of the scientific and technological enterprises [40, 41] . A classic example of such an event is the Human Genome Project (as demonstrated to certain extend by O'Mahony and Schä fer [27] ), as it possesses all the necessary elements: which entities were involved; which disciplines contributed; how it was funded; what difficulties were faced; what potential it had; which technical or knowledge limitations constrained the research; what kind of risks were involved; which legislation framed it; how the society reacted; which interests played a role in decisions; who took decisions; and, finally, how the results were interpreted by the media. In summary, simple references to events and some disconnected details should be replaced by complete, structured and diverse case studies of scientific and technological events, thus supporting the conveyance of a more realistic SL. Additionally, links to environmental concerns should be considered; for instance, problems of seed patenting. Either in the national or in the global context, this issue may lead to a multidisciplinary debate, where advantages, disadvantages, social, and environmental risks of technologies can be exposed and explained to the students. We deem such a framework indispensable in order to render possible the conveyance of a fair portrayal of scientific and technological activity and to foster the development of students' SL.
Conclusions
Our study confirms that the confrontation of epistemological reasoning with evidence in science teaching may provide a practical basis for analysing educational discourse involving STSE issues. We have demonstrated the suitability of our set of criteria and sub-criteria and of our methods: The criteria provided guidance for both a qualitative and a quantitative textbook analysis in the domain of STSE issues. In further research or for practical purposes, our set might be used as a check list for verifying which ideas are conveyed to students and which are missing. Applying our criteria and sub-criteria may expose the proficiency of textbooks in approaching STSE issues and, therefore, in being helpful for promoting students' SL. Our quantitative analysis is adequate for emphasizing the relative predominance of single ideas by highlighting the ones that are clearly stressed, the ones slightly mentioned, or those that are absent. The observed balance or imbalance between the expressed ideas about science and technology may enable researchers to identify both the internal coherence of textbooks concerning the (positively or negatively) correlated ideas, and the views of science and technology that textbooks convey. Additionally, our methodology provides understanding about the intentional or the arbitrary character of decisions that underlie (the making of) textbooks, thus highlighting the arguments for SL [1] behind the textbook's conception. All in all, it allows the differentiation of different textbook profiles. Despite the methodological limitations inherent in the size of the sample, we argue for the suitability of the employed combination of methods for the detection of notable divergences within a heterogeneous country or for carrying out an international comparison between diverse socio-cultural contexts. Regarding the history of science in biology textbooks, Markert [42] (p. 318) found "strikingly similar results in different countries (e.g., Great Britain, Canada, Greece, Spain, United States), for different target audiences (students in secondary school, college, university), in different disciplines (biology, chemistry, physics) and for several decades". Whether a similar match will exist in STSE issues remains an open question which we are examining in ongoing work. We also argue for the applicability of our framework in other contexts of biology (e.g., ecology) or in other subjects, such as chemistry (e.g., nuclear power). Equivalent analyses in those domains would contribute to enhance transferability and validity of our criteria and methods. We recognize the similarity of our results to that of previous analysis of textbooks in terms of knowledge about science carried out by other researchers both in other countries and in Germany (see above). While maintaining some caution with generalizations, we argue that the current contribution of biology textbooks to SL is outlined in our work.
It is to be noted that any engagement in an epistemological debate, or classifying textbooks, was beyond the scope of the present work. Instead, we sought to identify aspects requiring improvement (e.g., including environmental STSE aspects) and the presentation of good practices (e.g., social impact of science and technology). In this sense, we stress that our analysis has exposed the political basis for constructing a framework to include STSE in the biology curriculum. It has also provided evidence of the transposition of epistemological ideas driven by the four decade-long debate on the inclusion of STSE issues in science education [8] . However, important ideas are still absent and others are overemphasized, thus displaying, at least partially, the DSVSNT. We argue therefore that presenting this distorted view in textbooks is an obstacle for students' construction of a fair image of science and technology, therefore limiting students' SL.
In summary, the introduction of STSE issues represents a challenge to curriculum developers and to teachers, even though it seems to be an international trend [55] . The progressive intention of adding STSE material into the curriculum, either by curriculum makers into syllabi, by textbook writers into textbooks or by teachers in their science lessons must be accompanied by the awareness that one's views of science and technology might influence the views conveyed to students. On the other hand, in-service teachers (mainly the less experienced ones) strongly rely on textbooks (e.g., [37, 45, 88] . They express reluctance or difficulty in approaching controversial issues [23, 91] . Hence, our findings, when incorporated into science educators' training and in further training programs, may provide a framework for curricula makers, helping the incorporation of STSE issues into curricula; may provide a reference for textbook writers, pointing out a way to approach such issues; and may guide teachers in exploring STSE issues in their classes. Furthermore, our set of criteria might be useful for publishers to formulate their textbook guidelines; for encouraging textbook writers to include STSE issues in textbooks and guiding textbook writing; for orienting textbook selection by teachers; and finally, for shaping the criteria used by textbook reviewers and evaluating committees.
